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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Digitisation of the economy has positive effects that have an impact on economic growth and 

social welfare. These improvements have the potential to benefit all sectors of society. But 

solong as access to broadband Internet remains unequal, the benefits of the digital dividend 

are confined to households with higher incomes. This report seeks more clearly to delineate 

and characterise Mexico’s digital divide, and then to propose the design and implementation 

of focussed public policies aimed at closing this divide. 

We identify and calculate the size of the digital divide in two dimensions: one related to supply 

factors—that is, the lack of infrastructure to provide broadband Internet service—the second 

related to demand factors, including the lack of income or education which prevents people 

from accessing the service, despite living in areas where coverage is available. We find that it is 

possible to characterise the digital divide in a more granular fashion than simply as a 

phenomenon affecting the low-income population. 

Our proposed approach relies in spatial, economic and socioeconomic data from various 

sources. This allows us to identify areas and population covered, as well as take-up rates of 

mobile broadband technologies in Mexico. We then investigate the nature and consequences 

of the digital divide in a multidimensional fashion.  

On the supply side, for example, the digital divide extends to at least 17% for broadband mobile 

service (3G or 4G). At the state level, the digital divide can increase to 50%, with the greatest 

divide being in the states of Oaxaca, Chiapas and Guerrero, those with the largest population 

living in poverty. We estimate that bridging the supply gap would benefit more than 4 million 

people who belong to the 10 percent poorest in the nation; equivalent to 47% of the total 

number of people belonging to that decile. 

The demand gap applies, on average, to 41% of the population over 6 years of age nationwide, 

with the state of Tlaxcala having the biggest gap of 59%. This gap is the result of a combination 

of five structural variables: low income levels, low educational attainment, and a person’s age, 

ethnicity, and gender. In Mexico, the most frequent reason reported for not having an internet 

connection at home is, not surprisingly, a lack of resources (55.6%), but a striking 21.5% of the 

population reports that it is also due to a lack of interest. 

We identify that lack of coverage is a problem that prevails mainly in those localities with a 

population of less than 5,000 inhabitants and is intensified in localities with a high level of 

marginalisation, as defined by Mexico’s CONAPO (Consejo Nacional de Población). We also 

identified that the likelihood of mobile broadband internet coverage falls the farther away it is 

from an area where that service is available. Isolated locations are thus less likely to have 

coverage regardless of their level of marginalisation. 

These results allow us to size up the problem of Mexico’s digital divide, by breaking it up into 

three different categories: (1) Localities with a high population density that are covered by at 

least one network, which we label as Zone A; (2) Localities that are in the margins of the 

localities with coverage, which at we label as Zone B; and (3) Localities that are furthest from 

the locations with coverage, or Zone C.  

A mechanism that could help close the marginal gap in Zone B is the reduction or exemption of 

the payment of taxes,  tariffs or rights that may limit investments, but as an incentive-based 

system. For example, reductions in IEPS and of the payments to obtain rights for the use of the 
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spectrum—the latter representing until 92% of the total cost of spectrum—could be granted 

by the government conditional on the expansion of the network in Zone B. 

 

As regards those areas that cannot been reached in a profitable way (Zone C), it is necessary to 

facilitate the processes and rules to obtain concessions and even subsidies for the expansion of 

the networks. The cost to expand the network in this zone can be kept down with local 

participation in the management of a comparatively simple network. A variety of technologies 

should be considered, as is illustrated in a recent study (cited below) of the costs of rural 

network expansion in Peru.  
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Introduction 

The twin purposes of this note are to characterise socioeconomic and geographical 

features of areas where digital connectivity is lagging, and to identify a set of policy 

instruments which can address this major problem that is the size of the digital divide 

in Mexico. 

Our report is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a description and measure of the 

digital divide in Mexico by focusing on expenditure by decile, as well as supply and 

demand factors that may contribute to this divide. Section 2 contains a review of 

different policies and tools that have been used to bridge this divide, including some 

that have already been applied in Mexico. Section 3 describes and discusses the main 

beneficiaries of closing this divide and what this would mean in terms of wealth and 

money transfers for the affected groups. The last section provides our conclusions and 

recommendations. 

1 Measuring the digital divide  

1.1 International comparison of inequality in access to broadband access  

Mexico has high and persistent economic inequality, and several recent measures of 

income inequality confirm it. Its Gini Coefficient1 is the highest of all OECD countries2 

and remained in 2016 roughly as high as it had been in 1968 (Reyes, et al., 2017). Its 

performance is poor compared with its neighbours.3 In addition, even though GDP per 

capita has increased in recent years, the poverty rate has remained stable; this 

indicates that benefits from growth have accrued to those in higher incomes and not 

trickled down to the poor (Esquivel, 2015). 

The size of the low-income population makes it difficult for a substantial number of 

people to access ICTs; this impedes the profitable expansion of networks–which 

generates and reinforces marginalization. Currently, the access and use of ICTs—

especially broadband Internet—has become an indispensable tool for economic 

growth and development, hence restrictions on its use or access can perpetuate 

poverty, creating a vicious circle between poverty and access to ICTs. 

According to the World Bank (2016), digitisation of the economy has positive effects 

that have an impact on economic growth and welfare. In particular, as well as its effect 

on production processes, digitisation generates new opportunities for companies and 

                                                      

1 The Gini coefficient is a widely used measure of income inequality in a country or region.  

2 See https://data.oecd.org/inequality/income-inequality.htm 

3 See https://www.as-coa.org/articles/weekly-chart-income-inequality-latin-america  
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individuals that facilitate the search, match and exchange of information that helps 

them organize and collaborate with each other in a more efficient way. These 

improvements are not restricted to economic activities but also allow the participation 

of all sectors of society in activities such as socialisation, learning, health prevention 

and government services. These effects come from (1) inclusion, (2) increased 

efficiency, and (3) innovation generated by digitisation, as we reviewed next. 

Taking the first effect, the broadband Internet is conducive to inclusion by reducing 

transaction and search costs; this facilitates commercial exchange and allows people to 

be exposed to and participate in community events. In this way, remote areas can be 

incorporated into a greater number of activities. 

The increase in efficiency comes from the use of broadband Internet service in 

economic activities, since production costs fall and use of resources is improved.4 This 

reduction in costs expands production, which stimulates new business models and 

generates competitive advantages for companies that incorporate ICTs into their 

processes. This in turn encourages innovation and creates positive network effects.  

As long as access to broadband Internet remains unequal, the benefits of the digital 

dividend are confined to households with higher incomes.  

For Mexico in particular, this means that in the long run a lack of opportunities for 

broadband Internet access can continue to deepen social inequalities. In addition, given 

the growing importance of broadband Internet access in economic activities, it will be 

difficult to develop strategies and concrete measures to reduce poverty levels. Thus, in 

order to increase the country’s development potential and reduce the levels of 

inequality, policies that aim to increase broadband Internet access and penetration 

should have important precedence.  

This problem is exacerbated because overall Mexico has one of the lowest levels of 

broadband Internet coverage, both for fixed and mobile technologies compared to 

OECD countries, for example. As far as fixed broadband internet access goes, Mexico 

has 13.9 lines per 100 inhabitants; this is less than half of the average lines per 100 

inhabitants of OECD countries, which is 30.4.  

                                                      

4 Cost reduction can happen through process automation, which allows changes in the capital-labour 

balance of inputs within a company.  
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Figure 1 OECD Fixed Broadband subscription per 100 inhabitants (December 2017) 

 

Source: OECD Broadband Statistics. http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/broadband-statistics/  

In terms of mobile broadband connections, Mexico is also below the OECD average, 

66.5 compared to 102.4 lines per 100 inhabitants. Mexico however has had the second 

highest growth rate in mobile broadband subscriptions between 2012 and 2017, with 

an increase of 218%, below Colombia with an increase of 255%. Mobile broadband has 

seen rapid growth. For instance, in Mexico the proportion of internet users grew by 

11%, while mobile internet users grew by 96% in the same period.  

http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/broadband-statistics/
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Figure 2 OECD Mobile Broadband subscription per 100 inhabitants (December 2017) 

 

Source: OECD Broadband Statistics. http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/broadband-statistics/  

Within the Latin American region, Mexico has fixed broadband Internet penetration 

levels lower than those of Uruguay, Argentina and Chile, but above the regional 

average. Between 2009 and 2014, the average growth rate of fixed broadband 

penetration increased by almost 7% per year, representing the lowest growth in the 

countries of the region. 

http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/broadband-statistics/
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Figure 3. Latin America 2014 Fixed Broadband Penetration)5  

 

Source: Katz and Collardo (2017) 

On the other hand, mobile broadband Internet penetration was lower than the average 

for Latin American countries and grew at a slower pace. Between 2009 and 2014 the 

average annual growth rate of penetration in Mexico was 58.48% while the average 

rate observed in the region was 67.17%. 

                                                      

5 Penetration is measured as number of connections.   
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Figure 4. Latin America 2014 Mobile Broadband Penetration (% of population)6 

 

Source: Katz and Collardo (2017). 

Because of its low broadband internet penetration, Mexico has a low level of use and 

adoption of broadband Internet. Figure 5, shows that, with the exception of job search 

through Internet, Mexico ranks last among OECD countries in terms of different uses 

for the Internet. Contrary to the previous, supply-based explanations, this may be the 

result of low digital education on the part of the population or it may arise because 

companies, government and other institutions still do not take full advantage of the 

benefits of the Internet. Therefore, it is not enough to increase the coverage of 

broadband internet, there must exist a process of education of the different actors of 

society that allows to take advantage of the benefits of the digital dividend. The impact 

of the Internet on people's lives will be greater to the extent that it is used for purposes 

other than entertainment such as: online shopping, research, relationship with the 

government, etc. So, it is also necessary that both companies and government initiate 

a digitalization process that allows to carry out various activities in the web. 

                                                      

6 Assuming one person has one connection, since penetration is measured as number of connections.  
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Figure 5 Internet uses (by % of Internet users) 

 

Source: OECD.Stat. https://stats.oecd.org. All figures report 2017 data. 

Cave and Flores-Roux (2017) show that Mexico has an important challenge ahead to 

take advantage of the benefits of digitisation and point out that although progress is 

moving in the right direction, it has been slow. This is reflected in the fact that the effect 

of digitisation on GDP does not correspond to the levels of connectivity that Mexico 

presents. However, they consider that with an increase of 5% per year in subscribers of 

mobile broadband Internet and a general transition towards the adoption of 4G 

technology, it will be possible to reach the expected growth path in 2020, which could 

add 4% to GDP. 

In order to avoid a situation where the benefits of digitisation are denied to a 

substantial part of the population, it is necessary to carry out actions that privilege 

equal access to ICTs by the entire population – thus closing the digital divide. This 

implies that networks must be expanded so that the majority of the population can 

access broadband internet service in an affordable way. It also means that it is 

necessary to protect effective competition conditions in markets where networks 

https://stats.oecd.org/
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currently exist, to incentivise innovation and put downward pressure on costs and 

prices. 

To be able to develop a strategy aimed at closing the digital divide, a first step is to 

understand the size of the digital divide and to locate those areas where the problem 

is most serious. The following section investigates the digital divide in Mexico at the 

level of localities. 

1.2 Public Policies implemented to bridge digital divide in Mexico 

Mexico’s Telecommunication Act recognised the importance of universal connectivity 

as early as 1995. This act included extended social coverage of telecommunications 

networks as one of the objectives. Since then, the federal government has designed 

policies aimed at connecting the country and bridging the digital divide in its different 

dimensions, including coverage and education. 

Back in 2000, president Vicente Fox created e-Mexico, a national system of policies 

aiming at closing the digital divide and taking the information and communication 

revolution to all parts of the country. The national system was divided into three 

branches:  

 Connectivity: concerned with growing infrastructure and increasing and 

inclusion of information technologies; 

  Content: aimed at promoting contents for learning, health, government 

services and economy; and 

 Systems: related to the coordination of all stakeholders involved at all 

government levels. 

The connectivity objective, of interest in this paper, intended to expand infrastructure 

to all the population regardless of geographic location. In order to finance the 

telecommunication expansion, the government created a trust with federal funds 

called Social Telecommunication Coverage Fund (FONCOS by its acronym in Spanish). 

Telecommunication companies would compete for funds in an inverse auction, and the 

winner would build infrastructure in communities previously unserved, prioritising rural 

and remote localities. The Fund would also finance Digital Community Centres, which 

are physical spaces with access to digital technologies like computers with internet 

access. To our knowledge, the fund was last used to finance digital TVs and decoders 

to complete the digital transition in 2013. Digital Community Centres continued 

throughout the next administrations.  

In 2013, the Telecommunications Reform amended the Constitution mandating the 

State to guarantee access to information and communication technologies for the 

population. President Peña Nieto launched the programme Mexico Conectado setting 

a target of 250,000 internet access points counting not only community centres, but 

also schools, hospitals and government offices. Due to severe budget cuts, the 

government achieved roughly half of the initial target.  
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Internet service in these access points is provided by telecommunication companies 

through public tenders, which needed to be financed on a continual basis. It is 

important to note that many of the facilities in rural or remote localities in the 

programme are connected through satellite internet technologies. This means that 

rather than guarantee access to mobile or fixed broadband technologies throughout 

unserved localities, only the selected facilities would have satellite internet connection. 

In order to increase coverage and promote competition, Peña Nieto’s administration 

launched the construction of a new backbone network through a public-private 

partnership called Red Compartida, expected to be completed by 2024 and reaching 

92% of the population. We will address this later in the report.  

Government action aside, some communities responded to the lack of mobile 

telecommunications infrastructure with their own local networks. Telecomunicaciones 

Indígenas Comunitarias (TIC) is a non-governmental organisation that was awarded a 

spectrum license in 2016. They organise and operate networks in 16 indigenous and 

remote localities in Mexico with the help of local communities where traditional 

telecom providers have not expressed interest in building infrastructure because it  is 

not profitable. 

1.3  Supply and demand elements that explain the digital divide  

The traditional definition of the digital divide is related to access to information, 

knowledge and education through ICTs, in particular broadband Internet access. 

However, several authors (Van Dijk, 2006, Lin and Wu, 2013, and De la Selva, 2011) 

point out that there are other factors that should be included in the definition. They 

argue that the traditional definition has a purely technological nature, so that a proper 

definition must also include socioeconomic factors and other constraints, such as lack 

of education and skills, in order to establish an adequate definition. 

While it is true that the lack of knowledge and skills or high service prices can limit 

access to ICTs, it is necessary to determine the current coverage of the networks and 

its intensity of use, to arrive at a public policy agenda aimed at narrowing the digital 

divide. Localities that are not covered by any network require different measures to 

close the digital divide than are required in areas where there is coverage but low take-

up. 

Therefore, two dimensions of the digital divide are identified: one that is related to 

supply factors—which is the lack of infrastructure to provide broadband Internet 

service—the second is related to demand factors, such as lack of income or education 

which prevents people from accessing the service, despite living in areas where the 

service is available. Our aim is to present measurements of the digital divide in these 

two dimensions.  
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For the case of the supply gap, we identify those localities in the country not covered 

by any network and conclude that it is in the southern states of the country where the 

largest number of such locations exist. In the case of the demand gap, we identify the 

percentage of the population that, despite having coverage, does not access 

broadband Internet. We conclude that the available information does not allow us to 

rigorously determine the reasons why people do not access the service. However, we 

present evidence where in spite of a fall in the price of telecommunications services, a 

service that includes mobile broadband Internet is still not affordable for an important 

part of the population, particularly for those located in the lowest income deciles. 

To measure the digital divide, we used information from the Encuesta Nacional de 

Ingreso y Gaste de los Hogares, ENIGH (National Household Income and Expenditure 

Survey) 2016, the Encuesta Nacional sobre Disponibilidad y Uso de Tecnologías de la 

Información en los Hogares 2017, ENDUTIH (National Survey on Availability and Use of 

Information Technologies in Households), the Censo de Población y Vivienda 2010, 

Censo (Census of Population and Housing) and maps of guaranteed coverage of active 

mobile networks in Mexico of the Instituto Federal de Telecomunicaciones (Federal 

Institute of Telecommunications). Before presenting our results, we offer some general 

information on broadband Internet access in Mexico. 

1.3.1 Characterising take-up and access to broadband by user-type and geography 

Internet penetration in Mexico has been increasing over the last years. The percentage 

of internet users grew from 57% to 64% of the population between 2015 and 2017. 

Households that have internet connection at home also grew from 6% in 2001 to 51% 

of households in 2017, most of which have broadband.7 

The digital divide in terms of gender has closed during the last few years. In 2001, 

women represented 51% of the country’s population and only 45% of internet users 

were female in that year. Today, the proportion of women in the country and internet 

users matches the population figures. 

Figure 6 presents the internet penetration rates, measured as percentage of population 

25 years old and older, broken down by school achievement groups. It shows that 

population with less education has lower penetration rates. Also, penetration rates 

increase as educational achievement increases. Only 20% of the population with 

elementary school are internet users, while 94% of the people with college are; that is 

almost five times as much. It is important to note that penetration rates have increased 

from 2015 to 2017 at all levels of education except college where it remained 

unchanged. 

                                                      

7 Only 0.1% of households with internet connection didn’t have broadband in 2017 according to 

ENDUTIH 2017. 
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Figure 6. Internet penetration per groups of schooling (% of population ages 25 and older) 

 

Source: ENDUTIH 2015 and ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI.  

According to the ENDUTIH 2017, roughly half of Mexican households have an Internet 

connexion. Connectivity varies across states: 83% of households in the state of Sonora 

have a connexion, while only 16.5% of households in Chiapas do. Unsurprisingly, 

subscription to broadband Internet service has an inverse relationship with poverty. 

Figure 7 presents a scatterplot relating the percentage of population in poverty, 

according to estimates by CONEVAL,8 and the percentage of households that do not 

have internet connexion by State. The correlation coefficient between the two 

variables is 0.77.  

While this result may seem obvious, it sheds light on the challenges that exist to close 

the digital divide. For the particular case of Chiapas, the state registers the highest level 

of poverty in the country and presents a mountainous geography with tropical jungle 

and difficult access. In addition, there are 11 distinct indigenous groups and a 

population that does not have Spanish as its first language. 

                                                      

8 Comisión Nacional de Evaluación de la Política de Desarrollo Social, public agency in charge of assessing 

social policy. 
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Figure 7 Poverty and internet connectivity 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from CONEVAL (poverty estimates) and the ENDUTIH 2017 

by INEGI. 

The lack of broadband Internet access is more serious in rural areas, where 22% of 

Mexico’s population live. In these areas, 81% of households do not have an Internet 

connection, implying that about 18% of total of households in Mexico live in rural areas 

and do not have Internet access. Closing the digital divide in those rural areas also 

represents a challenge because these locations are defined as those that have less than 

2,500 inhabitants, so it may not be profitable for a telecommunications operator to 

provide services. 

In the case of urban areas, where 78% of total Mexican households reside, 40% of these 

do not have a broadband Internet connection: this represents 31% of the country's 

total households. 

Figure 8 Household internet connectivity by type of locality 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI. 

There is also an important variation in the levels of connectivity at the state level and 

city levels. In Sonora, 84% of households have internet connection, while in Chiapas 

only 17% of households do.  
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In terms of Internet users as a percentage of the population aged six and older, the 

ENDUTIH shows that 64% of people used an Internet connection in the last three 

months. The difference between this number and those shown above with respect to 

households with an Internet connection, most likely is that access is possible outside 

their household, such as at school or at work. As with the previous data, there is 

significant variability at the state level. 

Figure 9 Internet users by state (6-years and older) 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI. 

As for how users connect to the Internet, the smartphone is the device most frequently 

employed. According to the ENDUTIH, 90% of Internet users used a smartphone to go 

online, while only 57% of users used a computer.9 The smartphone appears to be more 

important for connectivity than computers, since 46% of users accessed by smartphone 

                                                      

9 The categories are not mutually exclusive 
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but not a computer, and 86% of the users that connected with a computer, are also 

connected with a smartphone. This suggests that smartphone internet users cover 

almost the entirety of computer internet users. 

Smartphone internet users represent 59% of the population aged six and older. In 

addition, 92% smartphone owners used the device to connect to the Internet (i.e. 8% 

of users only makes or receives calls in their smartphone), 87% of those used mobile 

data to connect to Internet. Overall, 47% of the population considered in the survey 

are smartphone users that connect to internet using mobile data. If we consider only 

the population of those aged 18 and older, this figure goes up to 51%.  

Figure 10 Smartphone adoption by type of locality (6 years old and older) 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI. 

Smartphone adoption is unequal across regions. As shown in the figures below, it is the 

rural communities and the states with the highest poverty rates that show less 

developed smartphone adoption. 
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Figure 11 Smartphone adoption by state (6 years old and older) 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI. 

Given that more people use smartphones to go online than any other device, we will 

focus on mobile internet access instead of fixed technology internet access.  

Mobile technologies already cover more population than fixed technologies. This is not 

to say that coverage and access to fixed technologies are unimportant, but mobile 

technologies show the potential to bring information technologies to the population 

more rapidly than fixed ones. If the objective is to bridge the digital divide, it is mobile 

internet access that deserves to be a priority in terms of public policy. 
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The World Bank (2016) points out that, in general, mobile broadband service is more 

affordable than fixed broadband access, making it more likely that it can be acquired 

by a greater number of people. Likewise, Katz and Callorda (2015) point out that the 

universal tendency to reach higher penetration rates responds to the positioning of 

mobile broadband as a complement to and even a substitute for fixed broadband. 

In the next section, we present the measurement of the digital divide, both from the 

supply and the demand side, related to both the penetration of and access to mobile 

broadband Internet, respectively. 

1.3.2 Supply gap in mobile broadband internet: coverage 

While in Mexico there are 2G, 3G and 4G mobile technologies that reach different parts 

of the country, the digital divide on the supply side is determined by the number of 

people or locations where there are no networks available to provide mobile 

broadband Internet service; in other words, there is no 3G or 4G coverage.10 

To calculate this proportion, we used the guaranteed coverage maps in 3G and 4G of 

the main mobile operators as well as the projected maps of the locations of the country 

in the 2010 Population Census. This allows us to identify locations that are within the 

guaranteed coverage of the different mobile service operators, as well as those that 

are out of coverage. All localities falling within the reach of either 3G or 4G of any 

network provider were considered covered by mobile broadband. Consequently, 

localities falling out of reach of neither 3G nor 4G were considered uncovered. Once 

the localities outside the network coverage have been identified, it is possible to 

determine the population that does not have coverage based on the census count.11 

From the table below, we can state that the digital divide on the supply side extends to 

at least 17% for broadband mobile service (3G or 4G). This is that near of 20 millions of 

persons in Mexico lives in localities without broadband mobile coverage. At the state 

level, the digital divide can increase to 50%, with the greatest divide being in the 

poorest states: Oaxaca, Chiapas and Guerrero; the population that does not have 

coverage in these states rises to near of 6 million, this is near of the 30% of the total 

supply gap. 

                                                      

10 3G technology can provide speeds of up to 14Mbps, while 4G can reach up to 100Mgps. 

11 This analysis may overestimate the supply gap because it does not consider that there may be 

inhabitants who move and carry out their activities in localities that do have coverage and therefore have 

access to a service provider. 
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Table 1 Coverage by type of technology 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

3G is the technology with the most ample coverage: 81% of the population have access 

to at least one 3G network. 2G and 4G technologies each cover almost 80% of the 

people. Figure 12shows the proportion of the population covered by each technology 

and the number of networks that are available to them.12  

Figure 12 Population access to mobile networks 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

The spatial distribution looks even more dramatic. 97% of the population with no 

mobile broadband coverage lives in small localities13 (less than 5,000 inhabitants). 

                                                      

12 The analysis presented here takes into account the most recent population data available, which for 

Mexico is the 2010 Census. The network coverage maps used to obtain the population covered are the 

most recent ones available from the IFT (presumably 2018). 

13 A locality is the smallest geographical level that INEGI uses and reports for statistics: largest is state, 

followed by municipality and finally locality. Localities are defined as “any place occupied by one or more 

houses, inhabited or not, and are known by name given by law or tradition” (see 

http://www.inegi.org.mx/geo/contenidos/geoestadistica/doc/manual_cartografia_censal.pdf) vary in 

population size, some maybe. INEGI records every locality’s geographic location and they can be cities, 

ranches, ejidos or gated communities. We will use locality to refer to this geographical level, and use 

community interchangeably for populated localities. Localities are classified as urban or rural according 

Selected categories of coverage Population % of total population

Not covered by 4G or 3G (broadband) 19,139,244.00 17%

Covered by 2G only 1,980,643.00   2%

Not Covered by at least one technology 17,158,601.00 15%

http://www.inegi.org.mx/geo/contenidos/geoestadistica/doc/manual_cartografia_censal.pdf
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While most of Mexico’s population lives in urban areas, there are still many living in 

smaller communities: according to the 2010 census, 29% of the population lived in 

190,432 small localities (less than 5,000 inhabitants). This figure contrasts with almost 

half of the population living in only 131 localities inhabited by 100,000 people or more. 

This means that although population is concentrated in “large” localities or cities, the 

population that lives in small communities is scattered across the country.  

The spread of population in small localities, combined with the poverty that small 

communities face, makes it difficult for network providers to expand coverage because 

doing so would not be profitable.  

Figure 13Figure 13 shows the distribution of localities broken by the technology to 

which they have access to and how many networks can serve them. 

Figure 13 locality access to mobile networks 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

From the previous graphs, it is evident that one of the main challenges to close the 

digital divide is that a significant portion of people who do not have access to mobile 

broadband services live in small communities. Additionally, a significant proportion of 

those localities without coverage are far and isolated from covered localities (Figure 

14), so they may not be attractive for any operator to provide services.  

                                                      

to their population. Rural localities have less than 2,500 people, and urban ones have a population equal 

or more than 2,500. 
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Figure 14. Mobile Broadband Coverage in Mexico. 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

Figure 15 illustrates the magnitude of the problem, by identifying the covered and 

uncovered components in each state on the basis of both localities and population. In 

the case of the state of Guerrero, 10% of the localities of that state receive mobile 

broadband service from at least one operator. These localities contain the homes of 

about 55% of the state’s population. This implies that 45% of the population live in the 

remaining 90% localities. 

  Covered localities. 

  Uncovered localities. 
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Figure 15 Distribution of localities and population with broadband coverage (3G or 4G) 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

In the following maps, it can be seen that the states with the largest digital divide on 

the supply side—both for the number of locations without mobile broadband coverage, 

as well as in the non-covered population—are Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero and Veracruz. 
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In all these states, there is a significant number of unserved localities, as well as a 

significant percentage of the state population that does not have coverage. 

Figure 16 Number of localities with no mobile broadband coverage by state 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

Figure 17. % of Localities with no mobile broadband coverage by state 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 
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Figure 18 Population with no mobile broadband coverage by state 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

Figure 19 % of population with no mobile broadband coverage by state 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

To illustrate further, we present an analysis for Chiapas, where it is possible to observe 

that even within the state there are disparities between regions. The map of Chiapas 

reveals that the problem of the digital divide on the supply-side is concentrated in two 

large regions and that there is a region at the centre of the State where this divide does 

not seem to be as important.  
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Figure 20 Localities with no mobile broadband by municipality 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request 

to IFT. 

The data in this section show the difficulty that bridging the digital divide on the supply side represents. 

The localities without coverage are mainly rural with a low population. Given the high cost of expanding 

the networks and the low revenues associated with the states with less coverage (see Figure 7) it is 

likely that operator does not found profitable to expand his coverage to those areas. As will be seen 

below, the incentives to invest in 3G or 4G technologies are still low even if localities have 2G coverage, 

so it is necessary to give a considerable incentive to the operators in order to expand their networks. It 

is important to keep in mind that even with incentives, it is possible that a significant number of locations 

would not be covered.  

1.3.3 Demand gap in mobile broadband internet: affordability and digital literacy 

The demand gap is defined as the proportion of people who, despite being covered by 

some network that offers mobile broadband Internet service, do not consume said 

service. There are several reasons why a person would not connect to a network, the 

three main ones being: a very low income, scarce digital education or ignorance of the 

tasks that can be done online. 

Two calculations of the demand gap are presented. The first methodology consisted of 

calculating the proportion of population, located in covered areas, that did not make 

any expenditure on mobile telephony. To determine this, we identify the total 

population covered by at least one network that offered mobile broadband Internet 

service. Subsequently, using households’ data from the ENIGH where households were 

located in the mobile broadband coverage area of at least one network, we calculate 

the number of households that did not make any expenditure on mobile telephony 

services; we then obtained the proportion relative to the total households covered. The 

results are shown in Table 2 column one labelled ‘Demand Gap 1’. It is important, to 
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note that this methodology could underestimate the demand gap because it considers 

persons that only make and receive calls in their cellphones as users of mobile 

broadband. 

The second methodology takes into consideration the calculations made to determine 

the supply gap, where the maps of the Census locations were projected on the 

guaranteed coverage maps. Subsequently, with the ENDUTIH, the mobile internet 

users (users of smartphones using the Internet) were identified. The difference 

between these two values tells us the number of individuals who do not use Internet. 

Subsequently, to calculate the gap, the proportion of individuals who do not use the 

internet is taken out of the total number of people covered by at least one operator. 

The results of this methodology are labelled as ‘Demand Gap 2’ in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 Demand Gaps by State 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census and ENIGH 2016 by INEGI, and a 

transparency request to IFT. 

State Demand Gap 1 Demand Gap 2

Aguascalientes 20.6% 46.1%

Baja California 19.3% 40.2%

Baja California Sur 23.3% 34.2%

Campeche 20.0% 28.8%

Chiapas 15.7% 50.5%

Chihuahua 27.6% 38.8%

Coahuila de Zaragoza 39.8% 46.6%

Colima 24.7% 43.6%

Distrito Federal 21.8% 37.4%

Durango 25.0% 42.9%

Guanajuato 26.9% 51.5%

Guerrero 27.2% 39.8%

Hidalgo 20.1% 36.7%

Jalisco 15.6% 42.8%

México 30.6% 50.2%

Michoacán de Ocampo 22.3% 54.0%

Morelos 24.7% 52.7%

Nayarit 20.9% 39.7%

Nuevo León 28.1% 44.3%

Oaxaca 19.7% 35.1%

Puebla 18.7% 54.6%

Querétaro 25.6% 42.0%

Quintana Roo 18.9% 32.2%

San Luis Potosí 21.6% 36.3%

Sinaloa 17.7% 38.5%

Sonora 15.5% 30.8%

Tabasco 21.9% 30.7%

Tamaulipas 22.3% 40.7%

Tlaxcala 15.2% 59.0%

Veracruz 19.4% 44.5%

Yucatán 14.7% 33.2%

Zacatecas 25.2% 43.2%
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As can be seen, there is a large part of population covered by at least one network who 

does not use mobile broadband Internet service. It is possible that some people do not 

use broadband internet service due to lack of income or because of lack of education 

about what they can do on the web. 

Katz and Callorda (2017) indicate that the demand gap is the result of a combination of 

five structural variables: 

 Income Levels; 

 Levels of education; 

 Age; 

 Ethnicity; and 

 Gender. 

In Mexico, the most frequent reason reported for not having internet connexion at 

home is lack of resources (55.6%), followed by lack of interest (21.5%). 

Table 3 Consumer responses for not having internet connection 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from ENDUTIH 2017 by INEGI.  

It is likely that in Mexico the lowest deciles of the population do not purchase mobile 

broadband internet services: if they have a mobile phone, they use it only to make and 

receive calls and text messages. To test this hypothesis, we built a hypothetical basket, 

which includes 50 minutes of calls, 50 text messages and 1 GB of data for two devices 

in one household. 

Using IFT’s price comparison tool available on its website, we selected the cheapest 

offer of that basket and the price was compared with the population’s average monthly 

income by deciles. 

The data are revealing. The actual expenditure levels of the first eight deciles are below 

the expenditure that would be made if said household acquired the hypothetical 

basket. On the other hand, the 9th and 10th deciles spend more than the price of the 

hypothetical basket, which suggests that they purchase a higher or more ‘luxurious’ 

basket. 

Assuming that all the people buy the hypothetical basket, it is possible to observe that 

the poorest Mexicans would spend, as a proportion of their income, more than 16 

Reason for not having internet 

connexion at home

Households without internet 

connexion (percent)

No resources 55.6

No interest or need 21.47

Doesn’t know how to use 10.16

No provider or infrastructure 7.47

Doesn’t know how useful 1.09

No necessary equipment 0.76

Other/No response 3.45
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times the expenditure of the 10% richest of the population. This is important because 

despite that prices of telecommunications services have decreased considerably since 

2014, a large part of the population is still not able to acquire a functional service that 

includes broadband. This can be a source of exclusion and perpetuation of poverty as 

well as being a barrier to the expansion of the networks.  

Table 4 Average % monthly household income spent on mobile telecom services 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the ENIGH 2016 by INEGI. 

So far, we have observed that the digital divide is a complex phenomenon, that mainly 

affects people with lower incomes. The supply and demand gaps need different tools 

to close them, but it is important to notice that the strategies must be parallel rather 

than independent to achieve the objective of increase in the digitisation of society. 

Notwithstanding, reducing the supply gap will have as result, at least in the short run, 

an increase in the demand gap. It is not enough to cover an area to digitalise the people 

living there, it is necessary to elaborate a plan that allows an increase in the income of 

people while, at the same time, allowing them to have the necessary education to use 

Internet in an efficient manner. 

In the next section, we will talk about policy tools to bridge the digital divide. 

2 Public policies aimed at narrowing the digital divide  

The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate a selected set of policy measures 

which can be deployed to address the digital divide in Mexico. The complex and multi-

dimensional nature of the disadvantages to which victims of the digital divide are 

subject has been set out above, and the general issues arising in digital transformation 

in Mexico have been analysed in an earlier paper 14 

                                                      

14 Martin Cave and Ernesto Flores-Roux, ‘Co-ordinating policies to realize benefits from the digital 

economy: the case of Mexico,’ by Martin Cave and Ernesto Flores-Roux, CPI Antitrust Chronicle, February 

2017. 

Income decile Actual Hypothetical basket Difference

I 3.4 13.5 10.1

I I 2.3 6.9 4.6

I I I 2.1 5.2 3.1

IV 1.9 4.1 2.2

V 1.8 3.4 1.6

VI 1.8 2.8 1

VII 1.8 2.3 0.5

VII I 1.7 1.8 0.1

IX 1.6 1.4 -0.2

X 1.5 0.8 -0.7
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The following discussion focuses on connectivity measures which are related to the 

digital divide. The policy measures can be divided into those associated with the supply 

side - ensuring that a particular geographical location is provided with a network, and 

those working on the demand side – targeting individual consumers or groups of 

consumers with particular characteristics. Some measures combine both criteria: thus 

they help consumers of type x in area y.  

The repertoire of measures selected for discussion is as follows:  

1. Subsidising the construction of networks in different locations;  

This includes a range of measures, including: an explicit subsidy for network 

construction in a particular area (while networks elsewhere are built singly or 

multiply according to commercial criteria); or an arrangement under which a 

national network, is constructed a unified fashion covering both of the types of area 

noted. The examples of this kind discussed below are: 

- The inclusion of coverage obligations in licences for access to spectrum; 

- The ‘Red Compartida’  

- Connecting individual local communities 

2. Subsidising the purchase of connectivity or content services by individuals or 

groups; examples are: 

- Assessing the effects of regulatory measures on the digital divide. 

- Assessing the impact of taxes or subsidies  

- Reducing the cost of or subsidising access to content 

2.1 Subsidising network construction.  

The supply-side geographical digital divide arises when the network extends to some 

regions but not to others. This often arises because demand is strong and costs are low 

in more affluent and denser areas, especially cities; while demand falls off and costs 

may rise in more sparsely populated areas where incomes are lower.15 

This is illustrated schematically in Figure 19, which ranks different geographies by the 

commercial opportunities they offer, starting with the most favourable ones on the 

extreme left. The populations in zone A on left of the figure will support competing 

networks; as commercial opportunities deteriorate, we move to zone B in the centre, 

where a single network can support itself; finally zone C cannot support a single 

network without subsidy.  

                                                      

15 For a discussion of how mobile costs vary in different types of location, see pp. 9-14 of 

https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Unlocking-Rural-

Coverage-enablers-for-commercially-sustainable-mobile-network-expansion_English.pdf  

https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Unlocking-Rural-Coverage-enablers-for-commercially-sustainable-mobile-network-expansion_English.pdf
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Unlocking-Rural-Coverage-enablers-for-commercially-sustainable-mobile-network-expansion_English.pdf
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In zone A, competing networks are self-supporting, the market can in principle be 

regulated by a competitive process. In the ‘one network only’, some form of ex ante 

regulation may be required. 

In a static world, it would be relatively simple to devise a strategy to combat the digital 

divide. The government would prioritise localities in zone C. There is a dilemma as to 

whether to start with the most disadvantaged but most ‘expensive’ areas to serve, or 

with the least disadvantaged areas which require a much smaller subsidy. There are 

utilitarian or other arguments in favour of either policy. 

However, zone C is likely to be shrinking all the time from the left. As costs fall and 

incomes rise, more and more areas become commercially viable. In the case of those 

just to the right of the line separating zones B and C, it is just a matter of time before 

they can be served in a subsidy-free fashion. 

Figure 21: supply-side geographical digital divide 

 

This realisation has encouraged some governments and regulators to concentrate in 

the first place of subsidising the least affluent areas. For example, UK scheme for 

delivering fibre to the home expressly starts the subsidised process of network 

expansion not with the areas on the cusp of becoming commercially viable but with 

least favoured areas; this has been christened an ‘Outside-In’ strategy. The German 

regulator insisted that 4G mobile coverage in that country must start with rural areas 

rather than the more profitable cities.  
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The account of the digital divide in Mexico given above identifies a number of problems: 

some concerning general failure to provide ubiquitous coverage; some associated with 

locally identifiable problems of lack of coverage in particular communities; some 

associated with demand gaps on the part of particular categories of consumers, 

especially those on low incomes. 

This implies the need for a variety of complementary measures. We now discuss several 

specific approaches to widening the extent of connectivity. 

2.1.1 Coverage requirements in spectrum licences. 

A now standard way of inserting equity objectives in an auction is to associate one or 

more spectrum licences with a coverage requirement, making it a condition that the 

licensee must achieve a specified level (or specified levels) of population or territorial 

coverage by pre-determined dates. A coverage obligation can take the simple form of 

an obligation to roll out the network to a specified proportion of households by a 

specified date. But it can even be more specific, as in the case of Sweden where the 

coverage obligation in one licence in the 800 MHz auction was to provide service of at 

least 1 Mbit/s or better to a list of stated addresses identified as being broadband ‘not 

spots’, lacking any other forms of broadband connection.  

Where a more granular approach to coverage is required, it may be necessary for the 

regulator or government to enter into specific negotiations with individual providers. 

This has recently been done in France. In connection with a spectrum licence renewal, 

the government has accepted binding offers for specific extensions in coverage in 

return for reductions in payments for the extended licences There has to be some 

control over the quality, as well as the extent, of coverage. Given that speed can be a 

crucial determinant in a mobile broadband coverage obligation, it is interesting to see 

that ANACOM, the Portuguese regulator, dealt with the obligation for coverage for the 

800 MHz auction. It not only it specified the areas that licensees who were successful 

had to cover, but also issued a separate decision on how speed requirements should 

be measured taking into account commercial offers in other parts of the country. 

The benefit of extended coverage is not won at a zero cost. Bidders in the underlying 

auctions can be supposed to base the maximum they are prepared to offer for a licence 

on the stream of profits they expect to get from it. If they have to serve uncommercial 

areas or customers, the maximum amount they are prepared to bid will go down, with 

a resulting adverse effect on the public finances.  

The regulator or government does not know what it has to pay for the extra coverage 

until the auction is completed. To counter this it might be possible to collect bids for 

alternative levels of coverage, and then choose the one which offers the best ‘value for 

money’. But this complicates things considerably for bidders. 

There is a range of issues that arise in designing, monitoring and enforcing coverage 

conditions. Should the requirement to invest in a larger coverage area be inserted in 
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one licence only, or should several licences (even, in the limit, all licences) have the 

higher coverage requirement? The more licences have the requirement, the more 

auction revenue the government is likely to sacrifice. But if only one operator provides 

the additional coverage, it will be a monopolist, and may raise prices or provide a poor 

quality of service. However, the monopoly may be temporary, as rising incomes and 

falling costs should over time expand the area where providing service is profitable. 

One solution is to require the operator to charge the same tariff across its entire service 

area - in other words, to ‘borrow’ competitive pressure in ‘commercial’ areas to police 

prices in ‘non-commercial’ areas. A more complicated solution is to require the 

operator to provide a wholesale service in monopoly areas at a price specified by the 

regulator (for example, by being required to offer a regulated form of domestic 

roaming), on the back of which other operators can provide a retail service.  

It is noticeable that the examples given below mostly come from developed countries. 

This reflects the fact that the instrument requires careful calibration and 

implementation. One aspect of this concerns enforcement. The government or 

regulator has to be sure that the investment and operating expenditures to provide the 

specified coverage are in fact forthcoming; this makes it necessary to monitor the 

operator's coverage and to penalise the operator if it fails to provide service over it. 

There must also be credible plan in place to deal with non-performance. If it is not in 

place an operator may, deliberately or otherwise, get the benefit of the reduced 

auction price but not deliver the agreed coverage. Indeed, it may make a bid based on 

the expectation that, if it gets into financial difficulties, it will not be held to account for 

the extra coverage. 

It should not be assumed that these sanctions are easy to apply or that they provide an 

easy solution. Withdrawing spectrum or revoking a licence can result in part of the 

population being without coverage, while a decision to allow more time can result in 

competitors complaining or even filing a legal challenge as they had to incur the same 

costs to meet their obligations.  

The enforcement authority is usually called upon to select from the following types of 

sanctions: 

1. giving a warning to the licensee and remedial action; 

2. ordering specific performance of the obligation by a certain date; 

3. imposing a fine for the failure; 

4. withdrawing the spectrum granted; and/or 

5. revoking the licence. 

Cases have been observed at both ends of this range. In 2011, a licence in Germany 

was revoked for non-performance, with no return of the €8.4 billion paid for it; whereas 

in the UK, warnings to two defaulting operators were successful, somewhat belatedly, 

in achieving the agreed coverage. 
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The recent 2.6 GHz auction in Mexico imposed coverage requirements to provide 

minimum services to certain populations in small localities. According to bidding rules, 

licensees will have to provide services to at least 200 of the 557 localities with a 

population between 1,000 and 5,000 inhabitants that remain unconnected. Carriers 

must also deliver high-speed connectivity to 10 of the 13 Mexican urban areas with 

more than one million inhabitants.16  

2.1.2 The Mexican wholesale only mobile network (Red Compartida, or RC).   

Establishing a wholesale only wireless network with a coverage extended beyond a 

commercial service area is in principle one of the more radical and broad-based 

methods of addressing a major aspect of the digital divide – a large-scale supply-side 

failure of coverage.  

The Mexican RC is a public private partnership (PPP) in which the public sector 

contributes 90 MHz of spectrum in the 700 MHz band, and the private party invests in 

and manages the 4G network. 

There has been significant growth of interest in wholesale only networks in recent 

years. Among wireline networks, some are sponsored or co-ordinated or owned by the 

state: examples can be found in Australia, New Zealand and Singapore; others have 

emerged spontaneously as business models chosen by private investors.  

The RC started operations in 2018, with a mandated minimum coverage of 30% of the 

population. By January 2024, the network will have covered more than 92% of the 

population.  

In its first stage, RC covers 38,564,567 people living in 902 localities across 16 states, 

which represent 34% of the population (with numbers of the 2010 Census). Only 0.37% 

of those covered by RC are located where there is no coverage by the traditional 

operators (not even 2G). Furthermore, according to our analysis, RC’s current network 

covers only 0.85% of the people not covered by traditional operators.17 

Stepping back from the details of the RC, a wholesale only mobile network can in 

principle solve numerous problems simultaneously. It can:  

- extend connectivity by a considerable margin, in the case of Mexico – reach a 

coverage of 92% of population. 

                                                      

16 http://www.ift.org.mx/comunicacion-y-medios/comunicados-ift/es/finaliza-el-procedimiento-de-

presentacion-de-ofertas-de-la-licitacion-para-el-concesionamiento-de  

17 Red Compartida’s first stage coverage map was obtained through a transparency request to PROMTEL. 

We consider here people not covered as those that don’t have coverage of any technology, i.e. not even 

2G. 

http://www.ift.org.mx/comunicacion-y-medios/comunicados-ift/es/finaliza-el-procedimiento-de-presentacion-de-ofertas-de-la-licitacion-para-el-concesionamiento-de
http://www.ift.org.mx/comunicacion-y-medios/comunicados-ift/es/finaliza-el-procedimiento-de-presentacion-de-ofertas-de-la-licitacion-para-el-concesionamiento-de
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- benefit from economies of scale in spectrum utilisation and network 

construction, which go beyond those available from more traditional and limited 

network sharing among operators     

- accomplish accelerated and near-nationwide adoption of a more advanced 

mobile technology; this ensures that 4G is available uniformly throughout the 

network’s service area, rather than leave poorer regions behind, languishing 

semi-permanently with inferior, earlier generations   

- combat the market power of a dominant mobile operator, which has stunted 

investment and elevated prices    

- by establishing a shared wholesale platform, create conditions for a greater 

number of retail competitors, which can bring innovation into the market 

It might also bring into play additional key fixed fibre assets, which lower the cost of 

connectivity. Thus the RC benefits from access to backhaul facilities from the public 

electricity company (the CFE), and to the CFE’s passive infrastructure; this helps it to be 

proof against a future in which, with the growth of data traffic, the interdependence 

between fixed and mobile networks grows considerably.  

This approach thus goes considerably further than the use of coverage obligations 

noted above. The public’s contribution to the PPP is the spectrum assigned, and its cost 

is the revenue sacrificed from preferring this arrangement over an auction of spectrum 

to commercial operators. The gain comprises both the higher level of control it offers 

over the extension of coverage and the significant collateral benefits from enhanced 

price and quality competition which help ensure that improved availability of access to 

digital services is converted into higher take-up.  

This is not to dispute that PPPs in general and PPP-based wholesale-only mobile 

networks face challenges. They involve long term contracts and agreements. The RC 

arrangement between Mexican public authorities and Altán Networks has a life of 20 

years, in the course of which Altán Networks will invest USD$7 billion; it can be 

extended for another 20 years. Foreseeing developments over so long a period and 

making contractual provision for them is complex.  

In terms of helping to solve the digital divide problem (as distinct from benefits noted 

above) the RC only gains traction when it extends coverage into areas which are 

contemporaneously in zone C in Figure 19 above. It is essential for its purpose that this 

goal is accomplished. The current strategy involves, in the terminology used above, an 

Inside-out approach, starting with more affluent areas and moving out into less affluent 

ones. Unless such extensions of coverage are quickly accomplished, the specific benefit 

of the shared network to expand coverage where there was none before will not 

materialise.  

The first part of this paper sets out a major aspect of the digital divide in Mexico: the 

denial of service to many smaller localities, especially in less affluent states. In many 
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countries under-served areas have benefited from community-led connectivity 

projects which often benefit from some form of government subsidy. These projects 

are often small-scale and specific and fall outside the scope of the competitive regime 

for tendering to serve much larger non-commercial areas described above. They can 

be either wireline or wireless. Both requires backhaul facilities—either fibre or 

spectrum-based. Radio local access networks of course also require spectrum for that 

purpose. 

The Mexican government proposes to support a process of this kind in states with low 

levels of data access and low per capita income, corresponding to the 8PCS (Veracruz-

Llave etc) and 5 PCS regions (Chiapas etc).18  

The key pre-condition is the granting to the new services, which will use 3G and 4G 

technologies, to spectrum in a variety of bands—even though concessions to this 

spectrum have already been granted to another operator, which is not currently 

utilising them. The relevant concessionaires will be encouraged to grant leases to the 

relevant spectrum to the new service providers under section III and Articles 83 and 85 

of the Federal Telecommunications and Broadcasting Act.  

The new service providers will also receive technical and financial support and 

regulatory advice for the deployment and use of the service. Funding will also be 

available to provide services based on use of the Red Compartida. 

If there is excess demand for the limited funding, the proposal is that it be granted via 

an inverse auction, which will direct the available funds to those areas where the least 

subsidy is required; in other words, the allocation basis is Inside Out and not Outside 

In.  

This is an interesting addition to the armoury of a government which wants to bring 

connectivity to smaller isolated communities. It is commonplace in more advanced 

countries with respect to rural areas which seek better access to fibre, which existing 

large scale providers are unwilling to provide. In many OECD countries, municipal 

authorities have also acted to provide high speed fixed broadband service.19  

Alternative technologies than mobile are available in such situations. These may include 

fixed wireless and wifi. A powerful illustration of the potential of wifi is provided by 

India, which used the money accumulated in its Universal Service Fund to construct a 

fibre network connecting 250,000 villages. It is intended that internet connectivity 

reaches public institutions in villages such as schools, post offices, police stations and 

                                                      

18 PCS stands for “Private Communication Service” 

19 See https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/5jrqdl7rvns3-

en.pdf?expires=1534066375&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=3E7D7AFA053E2B335B278F77E197F

0A9  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/5jrqdl7rvns3-en.pdf?expires=1534066375&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=3E7D7AFA053E2B335B278F77E197F0A9
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/5jrqdl7rvns3-en.pdf?expires=1534066375&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=3E7D7AFA053E2B335B278F77E197F0A9
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/5jrqdl7rvns3-en.pdf?expires=1534066375&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=3E7D7AFA053E2B335B278F77E197F0A9
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medical institutions. This might be followed by a further development in which the 

internet would be available more widely by wifi.20 

A recent paper has investigated the costs of alternative wireless technologies in 

application to rural Peru. The technologies in question as: wifi, LTE, Television white 

spaces (TVWS), and two balloon-based technologies. Costs are estimated on the basis 

of engineering cost models.21  

2.2 Connecting individual customers or customer types 

2.2.1 Assessing the effects of regulatory measures on the digital divide 

Anything which affects the retail price of connectivity will potentially have an effect on 

take-up of broadband. The first two examples of such impacts considered here are 

regulation and taxation. 

In an earlier paper we analysed the redistributive consequences of certain regulatory 

measures.22 We noted that in 2014, 80% of the highest 10 percent (decile) in the 

income distribution had access to mobile communications, while only 30% of the 

lowest decile did. The same figures for 2016 are 84% and 40%.  We also noted that 

buyers of mobile communications services in the lowest decile in 2014 spent 6% of 

their income on that service while those in the highest decile spent only 2%. Over the 

succeeding 2 years, mobile communications prices fell by 36%; this means that the 

poorest households benefitted proportionately the most from the fall in prices. People 

in the poorest decile observed "savings" in the consumption of mobile 

telecommunications services equivalent to 2% of their total expenditure, which could 

be used to buy other goods and services. Equivalent savings in other deciles were much 

lower.  

                                                      

20 See https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/telecom/telecom-policy/bharatnet-has-a-new-

target-connect-every-village-home/articleshow/64212095.cms  

21 D Espinoza and D Reed, ‘wireless technologies and policies for connecting rural areas in emerging 

countries: a case study of rural Peru’, Digital Policy, Regulation and Governance, vol 20 No 5, 2018  

22 Martin Cave and Elisa Mariscal, The impact of asymmetrical regulation on less well-off Mexican households, 

November 2017 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/telecom/telecom-policy/bharatnet-has-a-new-target-connect-every-village-home/articleshow/64212095.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/telecom/telecom-policy/bharatnet-has-a-new-target-connect-every-village-home/articleshow/64212095.cms
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Figure 22 Savings by decile as percentage of total expenditure 

 

Source: Cave and Mariscal (2017) 

The fall in price of mobile communications followed regulatory reforms in the sector 

which were introduced in 2013/4. A major component of these reforms was the 

imposition of asymmetric regulation on the preponderant operator; this reduced its 

mobile termination rates to zero. While other measures were still being developed, 

asymmetrical charges had an immediate effect on conditions of competition, enabling 

mobile competitors of the dominant operator to cut their prices–which obliged 

America Móvil to cut its prices too. We suggested that this redistributive benefit should 

be taken into account in the decision whether and when to change the policy of 

asymmetric charges was being made.  

The paper also described an explicit way of measuring the distributional consequences 

of policy and regulatory decisions. Its foundation is the proposition that a dollar of 

expenditure confers more additional welfare or utility on a poor household than on a 

rich one.  

The difference in the social valuation of the benefits accruing to households at different 

income levels can at its simplest be captured in a single variable. This expresses the rate 

at which the benefit any household derives from extra expenditure degrades as 

expenditure rises.23 Based on Mexican data and use of a standard value of this 

coefficient, we showed that in 2016, a dollar to a household in the poorest 10% (the 

                                                      

23 Technically this is known as the elasticity of the marginal utility of money 
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lowest decile) of Mexican households was worth in welfare terms eighteen times an 

additional dollar to a household in the richest 10%. Internationally, this is a high figure, 

reflecting the great inequalities in the distribution of income and expenditure in 

Mexico, shown by the fact that in Mexico the richest 10% households have about 

twenty times more income than the poorest 10%. 

These differences are driven purely by a recognition that poor households have more 

urgent needs than rich ones, and hence get individually more benefit from an additional 

expenditure of a dollar than do rich ones.  

An alternative approach is to suppose that society may have a collective view of the 

benefits of greater equality; or–to put it differently–it may have an aversion to 

inequality, which can be captured in a coefficient which expresses the additional 

benefit which more expenditure by a poor household generates, not only because it 

adds to the sum total of benefits or utility which accrue to all households, but because 

it reduces inequality in the distribution of that sum total. A possible way of measuring 

the impact of this value judgement is to compute for any country and any period the 

level of total income which–if equally distributed across households–would generate 

the same level of total welfare as is achieved by the contemporaneous unequally 

distributed level of total income. This calculation was performed for Mexico using 

1950s data and suggested the conclusion that as little as half the then current level of 

gross domestic product would, if equally distributed, generate the same level of total 

welfare as was generated by the then unequal distribution of income.24  

Underlying a calculation of this kind is value judgement chosen by a democratically 

elected government and turned into a policy variable affecting redistributional and 

other policy goals. As governments change, we would expect the value judgements and 

the scale of the interventions to change. These changes can clearly be represented in 

government policies.   

But how might this affect regulatory decision making? It is worth noting that it is quite 

normal in other regulatory regimes for attention to be focused on the protection of 

particular customer groups, often described as customers who are vulnerable by virtue 

of their poverty or other disadvantageous circumstances. This may not the sole 

objective of regulation–which typically seeks to benefit all end users. But it is often a 

specific objective or duty.25  

                                                      

24 See A Atkinson, ‘On the Measurement of Inequality’, Journal of Economic Theory, 2, 244-263 (1970) 

25 For example, EU communications regulators are obliged by the Framework Directive to ensure that 

particular classes of user derive maximum benefit from the services they consume in terms of choice, 

price and quality (Article 8 2 a) and that the needs of specific social groups are addressed (Article 8.4 g) 
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We believe that the considerations described here can be achieved by a range of 

policies to avoid a digital divide, which may, for example, involve government 

expenditure.26 However, almost all substantial regulatory interventions have 

distributional consequences. This raises the question of whether digital divide and 

related objectives can be embedded in regulatory decisions.  

In our view, this can best be done by ensuring that the IFT is required when making 

particularly consequential decisions expressly to assess their impact on the digital 

divide. This would require the IFT to familiarise itself with the relevant data sets and 

analytical approaches, several of which are set out in this report. The Mexican 

Constitution establishes that Internet is a right of the citizens, so the State must 

guarantee the access to broadband.27  

2.2.2 Taxes on and subsidies of mobile tariffs  

The taxation of mobile connectivity has long been a subject of controversy. If taxes raise 

prices, take-up is reduced and the economy (and the tax base) grow more slowly. More 

particularly, the digital divide is likely to be worsened, as poorer people will be cut off 

from connectivity. On the other hand, the mobile sector is often less able to avoid or 

evade tax than other sectors, and such taxes can support expenditures (on education 

and training, for example, which are required investments complementary to 

connectivity).  

Taxes or equivalent imposts take many forms, including tariffs on imported equipment 

or devices, profits taxes, special taxes on international remittances, taxes on wholesale 

inputs, and consumption taxes. To the extent that the goal is to extract rents associated 

with spectrum scarcity, spectrum auctions may be an attractive alternative means. 

A recent IMF research report on telecommunications taxes ranks various imposts in a 

descending order of efficiency (‘a pecking order’).28 It concludes that where operators’ 

excess profits from limited competition cannot be addressed through regulatory 

measures, they may justify a higher level of taxation. However, many of the fiscal 

instruments applied to telecoms do not target rents well and moreover distort product 

and output markets, impeding efficiency, affordability and growth.  

                                                      

26 There are other drivers, of course, such as a desire to strengthen non-individualistic tendencies such 

as social cohesion and the values which underlie it.  

27 Article 6 and 28 of the Constitution. 

28 Taxing Telecommunications in Developing Countries, by Thornton Matheson and Patrick Petit, IMF 

discussion Paper November 2017. 
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The authors warn against consumption taxes, which distort consumers’ decisions, and 

warn even more strongly against imposts on producer goods, which distort both 

consumption and production decisions.    

The series of reports for GSMA prepared by Deloitte collate information on the overall 

level of taxes on mobile communications. The latest, relying on 2014 data, show Mexico 

to exhibit, of 10 Latin American countries, the lowest share of taxes as a proportion of 

mobile revenues and the sixth highest sector-specific taxes share of total taxes.29 

Telecommunications services in Mexico are subject to a Special Tax over Products and 

Services of 3% which is on top of a 16% value added tax. Rural phone lines, 

interconnection rates, public phones and internet access are excluded from this special 

tax. 

Subject to the impact to the exemptions and how the tax is shifted, the large share of 

income which the lowest income decile devotes to mobile services makes such a tax 

regressive.  

This effect can be ameliorated if a way were found to subsidise the connectivity of 

victims of those on the digital divide, as is reported to happening in Colombia. 

2.2.3 Reducing the cost of access to content  

A government can diminish the digital divide by reducing the price not of connectivity 

itself, but of a service ancillary to it – content. A fast-increasing proportion of mobile 

customers download content, in almost all cases subject to a data constraint. This 

applies whether they are pre-pay or post- pay. Access to unlimited mobile downloads 

can be purchased in some countries, but is very much an expensive exception. 

First we note that it has become a prevalent practice for mobile network operators to 

enter into arrangements with content providers under which downloads of   their 

content does not count against the download limit. This is known as zero-rating. It 

might arise in circumstances in which the content provider is affiliated or vertically 

integrated with the mobile network operator or MNO, or they might be quite separate.   

The MNO might receive a payment from the content provider, under a scheme often 

known as ‘sponsored content,’ or the MNO might finance such an arrangement itself, 

to win market share from other MNOs or in the expectation that users with access to 

the zero-rated content may subsequently buy a (larger) data package to get access to 

the ‘full internet’.  

Zero rating can also be viewed as a form of price discrimination, which works in favour 

of customers who are more price sensitive, and quite likely less affluent and (probably) 

                                                      

29 GSMA Digital Inclusion and Mobile Sector Taxation in Colombia Reforming sector-specific taxes and 

regulatory fees to drive affordability and investment. 
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more price sensitive. They may be satisfied with lower quality content, in terms of both 

the range of video content and the level of definition (standard or above) of such 

content. When these consumers have chosen a zero-rated scheme, residual 

subscribers exhibit less price-sensitivity and may be persuaded to pay higher prices.30  

The content can take various forms. In some cases, as discussed further below, the 

private sector provider can be advertiser financed, as is the case of Facebook, which is 

very frequently zero-rated.   

Alternatively, access to public service information can be zero-rated. This might be 

basic health–related information supplied by a public sector health provider. Or it might 

be educational, made available by a public provider or an organisation such as 

Wikipedia. Relatively little is known about the nature of or the financial arrangements 

underlying such zero-rating episodes, which are relatively uncommon – either because 

of a lack of sponsorship or because they are not perceived as driving mobile 

subscription choices.  

Analysis of the effect of zero rating on competition and welfare identifies both short-

term benefits for beneficiaries and possible detriments arising from the possibility of 

increased dominance in both network and content markets. There are also concerns 

that zero rating is at odds with the principle of equal access to the internet, and that it 

may restrict plurality and innovation.  

Despite the presence in some countries of net neutrality rules which place limits on 

zero rating, such plans have proliferated throughout the world. A 2016 study of zero-

rating plans in Latin America suggest that they were not especially prevalent in Mexico 

at that time (see Table 5).  

 

                                                      

30 See J. Kraemer and M. Peitz, “A fresh look at zero-rating”, Telecommunications Policy, Volume 42, 

Issue 7, August 2018, Pages 501-513 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308596118301125
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03085961
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Table 5 Types of zero-rating plans in Latin America 

 
Source: María Fernanda Viecens & Fernando Callorda, The Digital Divide in Latin America: 

Broadband Price, Quality and Affordability in the Region, Peru 2016, available at 

https://idl-bnc-idrc.dspacedirect.org/bitstream/handle/10625/55822/IDL-

55822.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y 

 

The authors note that Whatsapp and Facebook are included in the zero-rated offers in 

14 of the 15 countries and Twitter in 10. This is consistent with the observation that 

Facebook in particular has used zero rating to gain a foothold in many countries, often 

using Facebook Flex, as the video- and image-free version of Facebook as a starter 

product. Facebook Basics, which includes Flex, is widely available of a zero-rated 

product in African and Asian countries. 

Anticipation of this outcome has led one regulator, the TRAI in India, effectively to ban 

zero rating, and zero rating of Facebook Basics in particular. It did so through a 

Regulation entitled Prohibition of Discriminatory Tariffs for Data Services31. This 

intervention preceded a price war in the mobile market triggered by the conduct of 

Reliance Jio, which has seen data prices tumbling fast. The TRAI’s concern was that, at 

the then stage of development of Indian markets, Facebook would have the power to 

shape internet access. It simultaneously proposed that the Government offer free data 

access to rural subscribers.  

                                                      

31 TRAI (2016), Prohibition of Discriminatory Tariffs for Data Services Regulations, 

https://trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Regulation_Data_Service.pdf 

Country
 N° of ZR post-paid 

plans

N° of ZR pre-paid 

plans

Brazil 3 5

Chile 16 1

Colombia 30 34

Costa Rica 3 2

Dominican 

Rep.
1 0

Ecuador 62 5

El Salvador 13 15

Guatemala 17 21

Honduras 22 14

Mexico 0 3

Nicaragua 0 15

Paraguay 36 24

Peru 10 0
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In November 2017, the TRAI (2017) in its Recommendations On Net Neutrality re-

affirmed its general position on discrimination and zero rating.32 The ‘free data’ agenda, 

however, has not progressed.   

The Indian experience thus exposes a dilemma. Zero rating encourages access, but may 

slant it towards certain dominant and mainly US-based platforms, by giving them a 

boost in a crucial phase of take up of the service. In an ideal world, it would be better 

to offer particular categories of broadband users on the borderline between ability and 

inability to afford the service a free download allowance. Mexico has however, with a 

smart phone take-up rate of 59 % has got beyond that point. In consequence, the 

incremental harm from zero rating is likely to be much less. 

3 Who will benefit from bridging the digital divide? 

As noted above, the digital divide is a phenomenon that mainly affects marginalised, 

isolated, low-income population, so in closing it, the inequalities that characterise 

Mexico should also fall. This section presents information on the number of people that 

could benefit (by income decile) with the closing of the supply gap. As to the demand 

gap, we present information that gives us a glimpse of the benefits that these 

populations could aspire to at various income levels. 

3.1 Beneficiaries from closing the supply gap. 

In Section 1, we showed that those states with the largest digital divide were 

characterised by having a population scattered in small areas, making it difficult for any 

telecom operator to have enough economic incentives to provide services in those 

localities. But it is these populations in small communities who would be best served in 

closing the digital divide. We therefore count the number of people in isolated areas 

by decile and state, who could benefit if infrastructure were deployed in their area. 

The next table shows this disaggregated information: percentages of people by decile 

and state, living in rural areas and who would benefit by an increase in network 

penetration, as a percentage of the total number of members of each corresponding 

decile at the national level. 

                                                      

32 TRAI (2017), Recommendations On Net Neutrality, 

https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recommendations_NN_2017_11_28.pdf 
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Table 6 Rural population by decile by state benefitting from increased digitisation 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census and ENIGH 2016 by INEGI, and a 

transparency request to IFT.  

The closing of the supply gap would benefit to 4.4 million people who belong to the 10 

percent poorest, which is equivalent to 47% of the total number of people belonging 

to that decile. In other words, this represents 25% of the population not covered in 

rural areas. In contrast, only 2.32% of people belonging to the 10% richest, who live in 

rural areas, would benefit.  

Considering that 55% of the total rural population that remains uncovered represents 

the poorest 30% of all Mexicans, a policy addressing this divide would address the 

poorest people first. Also, inequality among states would also be reduced, since the 

states of Chiapas, Oaxaca, Guerrero and Veracruz—who have the largest number of 

people among the 10% poorest not covered by mobile broadband internet—would 

account for 31% of the beneficiaries nationwide belonging to decile I. 

Accordingly, urban areas would be benefited relatively less compared to rural areas, as 

only 5% of the 10% poorest are uncovered in urban areas. Nonetheless, these 

populations would be disproportionately benefitted compared to the 10% richest living 

in urban areas, where only 1% of the population remains uncovered. 

Decile 1 Decile 2 Decile 3 Decile 4 Decile 5 Decile 6 Decile 7 Decile 8 Decile 9 Decile 10

Aguascalientes          0.06% 0.09% 0.08% 0.04% 0.09% 0.08% 0.08% 0.07% 0.06% 0.01%

Baja California 0.02% 0.02% 0.04% 0.04% 0.06% 0.05% 0.03% 0.05% 0.04% 0.03%

Baja California Sur 0.02% 0.03% 0.03% 0.02% 0.03% 0.04% 0.03% 0.05% 0.02% 0.03%

Campeche 0.35% 0.31% 0.27% 0.27% 0.19% 0.13% 0.20% 0.10% 0.05% 0.04%

Chiapas 13.23% 5.19% 2.30% 1.06% 0.62% 0.50% 0.33% 0.07% 0.28% 0.02%

Chihuahua 0.73% 0.46% 0.45% 0.33% 0.23% 0.27% 0.18% 0.13% 0.11% 0.10%

Coahuila de Zaragoza 0.22% 0.20% 0.22% 0.23% 0.19% 0.13% 0.13% 0.10% 0.07% 0.06%

Colima 0.04% 0.04% 0.03% 0.03% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01%

Distrito Federal 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Durango 0.40% 0.42% 0.41% 0.23% 0.33% 0.25% 0.22% 0.19% 0.13% 0.16%

Guanajuato 1.10% 0.92% 0.87% 0.60% 0.73% 0.61% 0.44% 0.29% 0.58% 0.21%

Guerrero 5.37% 2.89% 1.51% 1.12% 0.63% 0.64% 0.48% 0.29% 0.25% 0.25%

Hidalgo 2.08% 1.61% 1.32% 0.90% 0.61% 0.55% 0.32% 0.26% 0.19% 0.05%

Jalisco 0.37% 0.40% 0.42% 0.39% 0.35% 5.98% 0.30% 0.35% 0.23% 0.16%

Michoacán 1.15% 1.09% 0.75% 0.66% 0.55% 0.54% 0.49% 0.16% 0.22% 0.14%

Morelos 0.10% 0.13% 0.11% 0.07% 0.06% 0.06% 0.04% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01%

México 1.03% 1.11% 0.89% 0.93% 0.62% 0.59% 0.34% 0.44% 0.21% 0.10%

Nayarit 0.59% 0.45% 0.32% 0.21% 0.28% 0.13% 0.09% 0.09% 0.09% 0.05%

Nuevo León 0.12% 0.13% 0.14% 0.13% 0.13% 0.09% 0.06% 0.04% 0.03% 0.01%

Oaxaca 6.81% 3.27% 2.32% 1.62% 0.91% 0.86% 0.55% 0.44% 0.21% 0.15%

Puebla 1.11% 1.24% 0.90% 0.92% 0.72% 0.38% 0.45% 0.35% 0.06% 0.06%

Querétaro 0.26% 0.25% 0.29% 0.27% 0.26% 0.18% 0.18% 0.22% 0.10% 0.04%

Quintana Roo 0.20% 0.22% 0.14% 0.16% 0.12% 0.11% 0.09% 0.07% 0.02% 0.04%

San Luis Potosí 1.72% 1.53% 0.94% 0.83% 0.69% 0.52% 0.40% 0.20% 0.33% 0.14%

Sinaloa 0.21% 0.21% 0.28% 0.32% 0.26% 0.21% 0.12% 0.15% 0.11% 0.05%

Sonora 0.19% 0.34% 0.31% 0.31% 0.23% 0.18% 0.18% 0.15% 0.12% 0.06%

Tabasco 0.93% 0.98% 0.78% 0.63% 0.42% 0.41% 0.24% 0.19% 0.19% 0.04%

Tamaulipas 0.62% 0.66% 0.40% 0.28% 0.15% 0.14% 0.15% 0.11% 0.08% 0.07%

Tlaxcala 0.09% 0.16% 0.17% 0.10% 0.10% 0.04% 0.09% 0.04% 0.02% 0.02%

Veracruz 6.51% 4.94% 2.65% 1.80% 0.94% 0.81% 0.61% 0.42% 0.31% 0.07%

Yucatán 0.29% 0.24% 0.28% 0.25% 0.24% 0.19% 0.16% 0.13% 0.06% 0.04%

Zacatecas 1.20% 0.98% 0.84% 0.41% 0.38% 0.70% 0.23% 0.18% 0.07% 0.11%

National contribution 47.13% 30.53% 20.46% 15.18% 11.14% 15.40% 7.26% 5.37% 4.29% 2.32%

Total population 4,376,598 3,193,795 2,302,229 1,822,120 1,375,116 2,007,742 964,622 743,551 605,205 301,976
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Figure 23 Urban/Rural composition of uncovered population 
 (% of total decile population) 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the 2010 Census and ENIGH 2016 by INEGI, and a 

transparency request to IFT.  

3.2 Beneficiaries from closing the demand gap. 

It may be difficult to estimate the precise amount of benefits that would arise in the 

market by closing the demand gap, since the benefits accrue to different populations 

and arise from diverse factors. Nonetheless, we have a prior natural experiment that 

allows us to hypothesize that lower deciles would benefit the most. In a previous paper 

(Cave Mariscal, 2017), we established that a fall in prices of mobile telecom services 

had a greater impact on people belonging to the first decile than any other income 

decile in the population.  

Hence, promoting competition or any other regulatory mechanism that reduces the 

price of mobile telecom services should benefit society in general, but also have a 

greater for those belonging to the lowest deciles—especially if it allows them to cross 

the divide.  

3.3 Where to start to bridge the digital divide in Mexico. 

Although the main beneficiaries of closing the digital divide will be the people located 

in the lowest income deciles, in order to propose a strategy to bridge the gap we need 

in addition to identify locational and other factors which determine the presence or 

absence of existing broadband internet coverage.  
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Figure 24 illustrates the interaction between coverage with the size and marginalisation 

of localities.33 Those localities with less than 5,000 inhabitants (the dark blue bar on the 

extreme left of each grouping) have a much lower coverage than those with a greater 

number of inhabitants. It is also important to note that coverage is even lower in those 

localities with high and very high levels of marginalisation—the last two groupings in 

the figure. 

Figure 24 Localities covered by at least one mobile broadband network 

 

Source: Prepared by authors with data from the Marginalization Index estimated by CONAPO, the 

2010 Census by INEGI and a transparency request to the IFT.  

While the results appear to suggest that coverage will decline in more sparsely 

populated towns and more marginalised locations, we must be cautious with reaching 

this conclusion without taking into account other differences among the localities, 

particularly, the probability that providers will be willing to expand their network 

broadband coverage to any given locality. 

Given the complexity of Mexican geography and the low-income levels of remote 

localities, it is difficult to conclude that an operator would clearly invest the same in 

expanding its network to reach any given uncovered locality by using a simple rule. An 

                                                      

33 The index of marginalisation used to build the figure is constructed by the Consejo Nacional de 

Población (National Population Council) and concentrates the information of 8 different socioeconomic 

indicators of the localities. These indicators include: percentage of population of 15 year or more 

illiterate; percentage of households without drain; percentage of households without electricity; average 

of people living in the house.  
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operator would very likely invest in covering those localities that are “nearer” to its 

already established network, or that require only marginal investments to cover—that 

is, investments would tend to be “Inside-out”. This, of course, excludes remoter areas 

so that a complementary strategy, an "Outside-In", would be needed in order to bridge 

the digital divide. 

In order better to identify those localities less likely to be covered by operators without 

intervention, we performed an econometric exercise that shows the relationship 

between a locality’s broadband coverage and other variables.34 We  hypothesize  that 

once a network provider has existing infrastructure in the municipality’s capital 

(presumably the most natural attraction node for other localities within a given 

municipality), it would be less costly to cover its surrounding areas with 3G or 4G 

technologies, and eventually to cover all the localities in a municipality. 

Our first result is that poverty and scale are important in decisions to expand networks. 

Localities with a thousand more inhabitants have 9 percentage points more chance to 

be covered by 3G or 4G technologies. An increase of 10 points in the marginalisation 

scale (which runs from 0 to 100)  decreases the chance of being covered by broadband 

by almost 12 percentage points.35 

As for the existing infrastructure, areas where the closest city (municipal capital) is 

covered by mobile broadband are significantly more likely to be covered than those 

where the closest city has no mobile service whatsoever. A locality’s probability of 

being covered by mobile broadband increases by 30 percentage points for cities with 

both, 2G and mobile broadband coverage compared to localities not covered by any 

technology.36 If the city is covered only by mobile broadband and no 2G is available, 

the locality’s probability increases by 19 percentage points instead. However, if the 

closest city has only 2G coverage, the effect on the mobile broadband coverage 

probability is very small, though still statistically significant. Localities whose closest city 

has only 2G coverage are only 2.5 percentage points more likely to have mobile 

broadband (3G or 4G) than those whose closest city has no access to mobile service. 

Assuming the municipal capital is the most important locality in a municipality, the 

result is reasonable: why should other areas be covered by broadband if the most 

important one is not?  

                                                      

34 Details of the econometric exercise are presented in the Annex. 

35 The marginalisation index that we used for the exercise takes values from 0 to 100, where 0 represents 

a less marginalised locality and 100 the more marginalised. 

36 A locality with mobile broadband is a locality where at least one mobile network provider offers either 

3G or 4G technologies, or both.  
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We note that our estimation process implicitly adopts a static rather than a dynamic or 

sequential approach to network expansion, but the exercise does tell us that mobile 

broadband providers will probably be discouraged from investing in broadband 

technologies in areas uncovered of all mobile services, even if there is an  existing 2G 

infrastructure nearby. On the other hand, providers may be more interested in 

expanding their networks to those localities that are closer to the areas where they 

currently have infrastructure. 

This suggests that the efforts to expand mobile broadband coverage can be made on 

two fronts. The first, focuses on covering those localities closest to the areas currently 

covered (“inside–out” strategy): these are the localities located just after the 

competitive fringe (Zone B in Figure 21). In this case, the strategy should aim to give 

the necessary incentives to current or potential operators to expand their networks to 

those localities. A second front would focus on the most remote and isolated localities 

where it is less likely that any operator decides to provide services (“outside–in” 

strategy). This area is represented by Zone C in Figure 21; it is in these areas where a 

more active role by the State is required. 

Expanding coverage is necessary but not sufficient to ensure that people will adopt the 

use of mobile broadband Internet. It is therefore necessary to establish an agenda that 

integrates different kinds of policies which will increase the likelihood of broadband 

internet adoption by a greater proportion of the population. This must be done along 

with the design of strategies to bridge the supply gap. Although, it is beyond the scope 

of this paper to provide comprehensive recommendations on social or educational 

policies that could help close the demand gap, it is possible to identify socioeconomic 

differences between covered and uncovered localities as a first step to size the 

problem. 

From Figure 24 one can ask if there is any difference between the localities covered 

and those localities not covered. If these groups are significantly different, the digital 

divide would be affecting disproportionally some population groups more than others. 

It might also be the case that some of these characteristics are part of the explanation 

why localities are not covered. To shed light on this hypothesis, we performed a mean 

or proportion tests of a selection of socioeconomic variables broken by marginalisation 

degree in covered and uncovered localities. Results suggest that localities covered and 

uncovered are indeed different in almost all characteristics in each one of the 

marginalisation dimensions. 

This result is particularly pronounced in localities where an indigenous language is 

spoken. The test indicates that there is a greater proportion of localities that are not 

covered where an indigenous language is spoken; this is true of areas with high and 

very high levels of marginalisation. In other words, more of the indigenous localities 

that are uncovered are also poorer.  
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The test based on locality size suggests that scale is important for decisions involving 

the installation of a network. Covered localities are bigger on average than uncovered 

localities. This happens at all margination levels with the only exception of localities 

with very high marginalisation. The latter localities aside, we can hypothesize that 

bigger localities are more likely to be covered, so they lay in the inside-out approach of 

the proposal. 

For the very highly marginalised localities, we can’t reject the hypothesis that localities 

covered and uncovered are equally sized on average. This makes sense since they are 

not only poorer, but also smaller than others with lower levels marginalisation (see 

annex). Minimum efficient scale might not be reached because there are fewer 

potential users both in relative terms, due to poverty, and in absolute terms, because 

such localities are also smaller. Thus, covered and uncovered localities with a very high 

marginalisation level are different among them for reasons other than size.  

We see from the other socioeconomic indicators that there is a difference between 

covered and uncovered localities for any level of marginalisation. In general, we 

observe that people in covered localities have, on average, more years of schooling. 

Also, covered localities tend to be nearer to the municipal capital, which confirms our 

previous intuition. One case that stands out is the group of very highly marginalized 

localities: uncovered localities are on average 1.34 hours far, whereas covered localities 

are only 40 minutes away on average. This is the largest difference among the 

margination groups. 

More research needs to be done to explain the demand gap, but it is unlikely that the 

only factor explaining it is economic. Education, exposure and spreading the word of 

the benefits associated with using information technologies need to be considered and 

addressed when designing policy. According to Table 3, 33% of non-internet users 

report that their main barrier for not consuming is lack of interest or knowledge! Some 

of these people will likely be reached as coverage expands, but there must be 

complementary targeted policies such as information, awareness and education 

campaigns whose aim is to foster digital literacy. These will be necessary to increase a 

comprehensive adoption across all social and demographic groups. 

4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The digital divide is a multifactorial phenomenon that affects the geographical, 

economic and social spheres of society. The lack of access to broadband Internet delays 

economic development and generates the loss of various social externalities that have 

a positive impact on the welfare of population, such as better social services, social 

cohesion, better government, plurality of opinions and freedom of expression. 

In this context, bridging the digital divide—understood as the proportion of people who 

do not have access to mobile broadband—is a key step that will allow all members of 
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society to take advantage of the benefits of the digital transformation of Mexico. To 

maximise the benefits of the digital dividend, it is necessary to establish a strategy that 

also addresses education and promotes the use of ICTs in all sectors: companies, 

government and society. 

We have identified the extent of the digital divide in terms of the percentage of the 

population that does not have access to broadband mobile Internet, both as a 

consequence of the lack of infrastructure (supply gap) as well as the lack of the means 

or the desire to use broadband Internet despite on the part of those living in a place 

with coverage (demand gap). We showed that for both types of gaps, there are 

important differences at the state level, not just the national level, and, in the case of 

the supply gap, differences are noticeable at the level of a locality. 

Focusing on the supply gap, where we have more information to delineate the problem, 

lack of coverage is related to the size of the locality (less than 10,000 or 5,000 people) 

and the level of marginalisation. In particular, we observe that the lack of coverage is a 

problem that prevails mostly in those localities with a population of less than 5,000 

inhabitants and is exacerbated in localities with a high level of marginalisation. In 

addition, it is more likely that a location with no mobile broadband Internet coverage 

is farther away from an area of coverage. That is, isolated locations are less likely to 

have coverage regardless of their level of marginalisation. 

These results allow us to better characterise the problem of Mexico’s digital divide in 

three different categories:  

 Locations with a high population density that are covered by at least one 

network (Zone A in Figure 21);  

 Localities that are in the margin of the localities with coverage (Zone B in Figure 

21); and  

 Locations that are furthest from the locations with coverage (Zone C in Figure 

21). 

Although in Zone A, there is infrastructure for the provision of mobile broadband 

Internet, it is in these localities where the demand gap is concentrated; as Table 2 

demonstrates, in states like Tlaxcala it can reach up to 59.0%. Throughout our paper, 

the information shows that the demand gap is a multifactorial phenomenon that 

affects mainly the population in the lowest income deciles. High prices relative to 

income and the lack of digital education will limit broadband internet adoption for a 

significant number of people unless these are addressed directly. Hence, to close the 

digital divide in this zone and capture existing demand, it will be necessary to carry out 

actions that reduce the prices of the service—this requires vigorous competition policy. 

Additionally, complementary policies will also be needed, with an aim at educating 

society and companies about the benefits of digitisation. 
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To tackle the price relative to income barrier, the telecommunication regulator may 

help bridge the divide by incentivising the entrance of new participants to the markets 

in zone A, for example. This would promote a competition that would likely reduce 

prices for this part of the population, thus making telecommunication more affordable. 

Any price reduction policy would impact the lowest decile proportionally more. 

Additionally, governments of all levels should undertake education literacy campaigns 

simultaneously, since, though affordability is a necessary condition to access digital 

services, it is by no means a sufficient one for universal adoption. 

According to our results, if we take the networks of all mobile service providers 

together, Zone A currently covers 83% of the total population in Mexico. Zones B and 

C jointly cover 17% of the remaining population. But the cost structures of Zone B and 

C are different – network expansion in zone C costing more, as it is more expensive to 

install a network in the most remote and isolated localities. It is therefore unlikely that 

a company would consider offering services in Zone C. 

Although we do not have a measure of the amount required to expand the networks 

that allow us to determine the financial viability of reaching the uncovered localities, 

we consider that it is feasible to expand the network to cover an additional 9.2% of 

population, to reach a total of 92.2%, which would constitute Zone B. This 

consideration is based on the fact that the RC has the objective to cover this proportion 

of the population by January 2024. It is important to remember that the RC’s 

programme seeks the creation of a mobile market, where the private sector will 

develop, finance, deploy, operate and promote a 4G network (OECD, 2017). 

The remaining 7.8% of the population would then constitute Zone C, where we do not 

expect that in the short or medium term an operator would expand its network to serve 

the localities in this area. These localities are isolated and far from those where there 

is infrastructure, so the cost of expanding the network is high, with not enough scale, 

nor clients with sufficient income / economic capacity to make expansion profitable. 

This suggests that the strategy to bridge the digital divide in Zones B and C cannot be 

the same. On the one hand, it is more likely that current operators, expand their 

networks to offer services in Zone B if they have sufficient incentives to do so. On the 

other hand, commercial incentives alone will not be enough to extend coverage to Zone 

C, since costs of installation are very high, so that it may be necessary for the 

government to play a more active role through direct subsidies in localities inside this 

zone. 

Closing the digital divide in Zone B must be done by looking for an active participation 

by the operators so the strategy should seek to reduce the barriers that restrict 

operators from expanding their network in areas adjacent to those that currently have 

infrastructure ("Inside-Out" strategy). Currently, at least two barriers prevent the 

expansion of networks in Zone B. One of them is the application of the IEPS to 
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telecommunication services and the other is the annual rights that concessionaires 

must pay for the use of the spectrum; both can be seen as a disincentive to invest, and 

releasing these restrictions on investment in Zone B could be a possible policy. 

This important because the annual payment for the right of use of spectrum can 

represent between 70% and 92% of the total cost of the spectrum during the life of the 

concession (OECD, 2017). Reducing this charge conditional on operators willingness to 

expand coverage in zone B would help to finance the growth of the network outside of 

the current coverage area but well within or next to the covered areas. 

In order to ensure the quality of the service provided in this zone, the reduction or 

exemption of those concepts would only be applied once operators prove that the 

expansion of the network has taken place and it has been verified that the services 

granted have a quality comparable to those in Zone A.  

Additionally, this mechanism could also serve to encourage the development of RC. 

One of the main challenges that the RC operator has faced in expanding its network is 

the lack of operators using RC’s infrastructure to provide services to end users in the 

more remote localities. This has occurred because RC has tended to compete with, 

rather than complement the other operators’ networks. But if RC were seen as 

expanding into zone B, more clients might be secured, and its current lack of income 

would no longer delay investments and the expansion of the RC network. 

A possible means of increasing the profitability of the localities not currently covered 

but could be reached by the RC (and thus join Zone B), is to give incentives to the 

current operators to use the wholesale services of RC to provide retail services in these 

localities. These incentives could consist in only reductions in the IEPS or in the annual 

rights paid for spectrum use conditional on both the use of the RC and the percentage 

of population covered. In this way, the expansion of the RC could be financed, 

duplication of networks could be avoided, expansion would be accomplished in a way 

audited by both the RC and the operators using this infrastructure, and it would be 

possible to release resources that would be expended in growing the network in Zone 

B towards a better offering of quality services (e.g. 2G to 3G and 4G) in Zone A. 

As regards the areas that cannot been reached in a profitable way (Zone C), an "outside-

in" strategy should be used, making it easier for economic agents to obtain 

concessions.37 But significant subsidies may be required. Espinoza and Reed (2018) 

estimated the cost of covering rural communities in Peru—which could be similar in 

their geographic characteristics to those located in Zone C. These costs may be  

indicative of the size of the problem in Mexico. Table 7 presents a summary of the 

                                                      

37 In Mexico, social concessions have been granted to different communities that take over the 

management of the network. Continuing with this scheme can help increase coverage in these areas. 
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estimates carried out by these authors. Notice that in both regions the use of ‘Balloons’ 

seems to be the cheapest technology and interesting option to evaluate coverage 

possibilities. 

Table 7. Cost of deploying a mobile network in rural areas of Peru. 

Yauli (Andes Region) - Cost per user per month (USD)  

                                        Year 
Technology 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Wi-Fi 69.7 46.7 37.1 29.5 28.9 23.6 22.5 22.2 21.7 25.7 

LTE 53.9 36.6 30.0 24.2 22.1 20.8 20.3 20.6 21.6 22.1 

TVWS 44.8 33.1 29.1 34.9 32.5 27.7 26.9 32.3 33.4 38.7 

WMAX 53.4 37.2 31.2 29.0 26.9 23.0 22.0 26.8 26.3 32.9 

Balloons (Const) 43.4 26.8 22.8 21.6 18.9           

Balloons (Single) 52.6 33.0 27.4 27.6 23.9           

Source: Espinoza and Reed (2018) 

 

Samugari (Amazon Region) - Cost per user per month (USD)  

                                      Year 
Technology 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Wi-Fi 75.7 57.3 48.9 40.7 37.2 31.7 31.5 28.8 28.0 31.0 

LTE 59.7 46.0 39.6 35.4 32.7 28.0 27.2 26.3 25.9 28.2 

TVWS 58.4 45.9 41.4 36.5 36.5 31.8 31.1 37.4 37.1 42.3 

WMAX 65.9 50.8 44.4 37.9 35.6 30.8 29.9 32.4 32.2 40.3 

Balloons (Const) 31.1 20.9 19.4 20.1 17.8 15.3 18.8    
Balloons (Single) 37.8 26.1 23.5 25.6 22.8 19.6 23.7    
Source: Espinoza and Reed (2018). 

 

A final recommendation to increase coverage in bridging the divide would be to use 

targeted fiscal policy that conditions reduction or elimination of payment to 

government on attaining certain coverage goals in Zone B. In particular, the reduction 

or elimination of the IEPS can also help to close the gap or at least have some positive 

effect on the population in the poorest deciles. IEPS is a tax not levied on rural 

telephony, public telephony, interconnection and Internet access, so it is voice calls 

that chiefly cover IEPS. From our calculations in Table 4, it is very likely that those in the 

first deciles are the intensive users of telephone, used mainly only to make and receive 

calls, while the people located in higher deciles have access to data and therefore do 

not pay IEPS. This is the definition of a regressive tax, to the extent that people of the 

highest decile have incorporated into their consumption a service that does not pay 

this tax. The elimination of this tax could reduce the rates of voice calls and therefore 

improve the welfare of people with lower incomes. 
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A summary of our recommendations is included in the next figure. 
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Annex. Econometric Results. 

We performed an econometric exercise with the aim of understanding how a locality’s  

mobile broadband coverage status correlates to other variables. We expect the results 

to shed light on the nature of the differences of covered and uncovered localities. 

We use data from our spatial analysis presented before. The coverage status of any 

given locality was obtained with a spatial intersection. INEGI records coordinates for all 

localities in the country. We mapped the localities and overlaid the coverage maps. All 

localities falling within the reach of either 3G or 4G of any network provider were 

considered covered by mobile broadband. Consequently, localities falling out of reach 

of neither 3G nor 4G were considered uncovered.  

We want to understand particularly how covered localities correlate in terms of size, 

marginalization, remoteness and proximity to other networks. For every variable we 

used different data: 

 Coverage was obtained from our spatial analysis. 

 Size was obtained from the 2010 Census by INEGI, which records the population 

living in a locality.  

 Marginalization was obtained from CONAPO estimations of 107,457localities in 

the country with data of 2010.  

 Remoteness was obtained from a dataset that INEGI constructs only for 

localities of less than 5,000 people. For this reason, the estimation (1) has less 

localities. INEGI reports how long it takes for a person to get to the municipal 

capital recorded as categories. We transformed the variable to continuous in 

the following way: we took the upper bound for categories below 30 minutes 

(i.e. if the category is between 10 and 15 minutes, we took 15 minutes -or for 

this case, 0.25 hours-), for categories above 30 minutes we took the average in 

hours.  

 Proximity to other networks. We presume that the most important locality in a 

given municipality is the municipal capital. All localities are associated with a 

municipality. If the municipal capital is covered by 2G, a 1 es recorded for that 

variable, and zero otherwise. Analogous procedures apply for no coverage, and 

broadband coverage.  

Since remoteness is obviously not available for municipal capitals (they travel zero 

hours), the analysis restricts to localities of less than 5,000 people that are not 

municipal capital and that have recorded values for the marginalization index. This 

results in a sample size of 52,461. To compare and observe the robustness, we also 

made the analysis for the more complete sample available omitting the remoteness 

and indigenous variables.  

The estimated equation is: 
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Where BBij is a dichotomic variable taking the value of one if locality i in municipality j 

is covered by mobile broadband, and zero if it isn’t; remoteij is the number of hours 

needed to get from locality i to the municipal capital of municipality j. BBj (2Goj) takes 

the value of one when a the municipal capital of municipality j has broadband coverage 

only (2G coverage only). 2GandBBj is equal to one when municipal capital is covered by 

both, 2G and broadband.  

We estimated the equation above with a linear probability model, since marginal 

effects’ interpretation is straightforward. Probit and logit estimations give similar 

results, but are not presented here for simplicity purposes, i.e. there isn’t much to be 

gained and it would complicate interpretation.  

It is important to bear in mind that we don’t presume the model is causal. We present 

correlations only. Results are shown in the table below.  

Dependent variable: Mobile broadband coverage in locality (3G or 4G). Linear probability model. 

Locality variables 

(1) 

Localities with less of 5,000 
inhabitants 

(2) 

All localities 

Marginalization Index (0 to 100) -0.012 -0.01537070 

(0.0003196)* (0.0001432)* 

Population (thousands) 0.087 0.00105 

(0.002644)* (0.000127)* 

Indigenous language spoken -0.081 

 

(0.0040518)* 

 

Time to municipal capital (hours) -0.098 

 

(0.0023285)* 

 

Municipal capital variables 

  

Broadband but no 2G 0.189 0.15645250 

(0.0061515)* (0.0040321)* 

2G only 0.025 0.00173260 

(0.0053953)* (0.0032901) 

Broadband and 2G 0.307 0.28282450 

(0.0036042)* (0.0021598)* 

Constant 0.302 0.30308730 

(0.0052522)* (0.0029281)* 

Number of observations 52461 107457 
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We also conducted a difference mean or proportion test by level of marginalization to 

observe how covered and uncovered localities differ between them regarding to: 

education, indigenous language, population, distance to municipality, and female as 

head of house presence. Results of the tests are presented in the next table. 

Marginalization 
degree 

Variable 
Mean for 

the 
uncovered 

Mean for 
the 

covered 
Difference p-value 

Very low 

Localities where an indigenous 
language is spoken (proportion 
test) 

0.03 0.02 0.01 0.06 

Locality’s population 107.71 447.02 -339.30 0.00 

Hours to municipal capital 0.65 0.51 0.15 0.00 

Average years of schooling 
(years) 

8.48 10.51 -2.03 0.00 

Proportion of people over 18 
with post basic education 

0.27 0.51 -0.24 0.00 

Ratio of households that have a 
female as the head 

0.13 0.17 -0.05 0.00 

Low 

Localities where an indigenous 
language is spoken (proportion 
test) 

0.04 0.05 0.00 0.36 

Locality population 303.38 780.93 -477.56 0.00 

Hours to municipal capital 0.58 0.50 0.08 0.00 

Average years of schooling 
(years) 

7.12 7.95 -0.83 0.00 

Proportion of people over 18 
with post basic education 

0.18 0.26 -0.08 0.00 

Ratio of households that have a 
female as the head 

0.17 0.18 -0.02 0.00 

Medium 

Localities where an indigenous 
language is spoken (proportion 
test) 

0.07 0.08 -0.01 0.15 

Locality population 354.03 654.96 -300.94 0.00 

Hours to municipal capital 0.66 0.54 0.12 0.00 

Average years of schooling 
(years) 

6.46 7.06 -0.60 0.00 

Proportion of people over 18 
with post basic education 

0.14 0.19 -0.05 0.00 

F value 3150.8 7334.3 

R-squared 0.213 0.1875 

Note: SE in parenthesis. * statistically significant at 95%. SE robust. 
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Ratio of households that have a 
female as the head 

0.17 0.19 -0.02 0.00 

High 

Localities where an indigenous 
language is spoken (proportion 
test) 

0.28 0.14 0.13 0.00 

Locality population 276.70 407.70 -131.00 0.00 

Hours to municipal capital 0.84 0.58 0.26 0.00 

Average years of schooling 
(years) 

5.31 5.89 -0.58 0.00 

Proportion of people over 18 
with post basic education 

0.09 0.12 -0.03 0.00 

Ratio of households that have a 
female as the head 

0.17 0.19 -0.01 0.00 

Very High 

Localities where an indigenous 
language is spoken (proportion 
test) 

0.51 0.25 0.26 0.00 

Locality population 100.85 105.77 -4.92 0.36 

Hours to municipal capital 1.34 0.66 0.68 0.00 

Average years of schooling 
(years) 

3.59 4.00 -0.41 0.00 

Proportion of people over 18 
with post basic education 

0.03 0.05 -0.01 0.00 

Ratio of households that have a 
female as the head 

0.15 0.18 -0.03 0.00 

 


